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The early yeare of the present century mark
• very general reed Justtsent or the eeoondary school
eurr leuiun to sect the needs of oar changing civilisa-
tion. Through the entire list of subjects taught in
1000 there have been narked ehsnges both in eubjoct
matter and in the ssthocl of preeentet : on. In thie
regard oodern studente of education are nearly ell
nproed that MUM has bean MTt progress In tho field
of Edueatlon in the last ten yeare than in all previous
history. This progress haa been nowhere aoro evident
then in the natural and physical sciences. The situa-
tion in the physics I aelonoes has been the first of
these to elerlfy and the result sojcis to by a courao
in General science. This is very generally pxaeod
eariy in the eurrlouiun and often haa been rande a
required aubjoet so aa to reach a larger number of
puplie. General sole nee la now a well recognised and
fairly atable subject with revisions only whore the
advance of aeienee tea ices tho* necessary.
2Tho atsndnrd for* in which bloloey was taucht
for many yesre wna under tho throe apooialtaod Bub loots
of botany* phyalology, and soolojry.
Although thoao h»vo sufforod an oarllor and
oven aharpor drop la enrollment than ths physical
sciences* thoir modi floation has boon much slower to
loot tho noods of todny. Tholr condition may still
ho considered as one of fits* There is no general
sgreenent among textbook writers or teachers as to
what should be Included in a hlch school course in
biology* 8orr» schoolmen are opposed to such s goners 1
course on tho ground that biology Is only s smattering
of a number of different subjects* Also* some opposi-
tion has been made because tho collogo a do not offer
credit for biology toward entrance while tho old lino
subJoe ta of botany and 20010*3? nro accepted.
s;-as»ech*MOttj Schools.,/ -gory; thf lowest
The progress of blolorry In Massachusetts school
s
has boon perticularly slaw ss compered with that of
fow York ststo for exampls* So dafinlto slsa have boon
of Mfl.s s fl.cli.iis t
s
sot up for tho stste^ss a whole* Anon* the altlas tho
naarost approach to a standardised eourso of study la
• syllabus of suggested toploa usad by tho public
schools of tho city of Boston* An sna lysis of tho
courses offered In various schools Indicates that what
Is taught in biology la vary largely determined by tho
Individual teacher and there la no uniformity of
practice*
Eeao;utloq of the Problem
It ess the lack of definite sins In blolcpy
that prompted this study* If biology la to replace
the special lsec aolonces as now see is likely It Is
deslrsble that a philosophy for biology be established*
The history of the subject should be known end causes
of Important changes ascertained* Here data than is
now available is neeeeeary if these ends ere to be
achieved*
4The vary mixed eltuatlon In which biological
study la found challenges tha lnteroated teacher to
know how and why his condlclon haa ooae about* Tha
problem preaentad by -ha conditions haa lad to thla
study tha purpose of whlah la to traoa tha development
of biology fro n tha areola I laed sciences to Ita
praaant poaition aa a unlflad subject In tha publlo
secondary schools of Massachusetts* It la further
Intended to riatemlna tha eauaa of Important changes
that have been made* For a clearer understanding of
the praaant atatua of biology the study Includea an
analyala of such related factors aa biology included
in ganerni aoleaee, In textbooke* and in col Iewe
entrance raquiramenta*
Baaauae tha growth of biology In Massachusetts
haa been acre or ~eaa apontancoua and beeauae It haa
not been aponeored by tha state Department of Educ tion,
aa la the oaaa in neighboring etatea, it la within
the province of thla study to draw soma of ita dawa
from outaide sources.
Similarly there will be tangential data from
related eubjeote* all of which illumines tha situation
in aasachueetLa*
Procedure
Hi 9,f MlMttM)
A caroful wrh of the field has failed to
reveal any literature bearing dlreetly upon the toplo
of biology in lfasaaehusetta aehoola, Thle aearoh has
extended through the libraries of the Massachusetts
Depertaent of Education end of the Harvard Graduate
Sohool. Further Inquiry has boon made of the veteran
teachera, Mr* R» iph C* Bean* Mr* George t>. Bussay,
Profosaor It* Henry Black, and Or* W*B*X>* Meier and
It la their united opinion that no such loforraatlon
exists* There are scattered blta of inform tlon
bearing upon the situation over the entire country
which will be here Included,
^eterolnatlon of Early Hlatorr
Beoeuae of the lack of written records the
early history of biology in the high aehoola was
determined largely by a discussion of the subject
with teachera who taught through the tronaition
atage of specialised selenoo to biology. Sane of
theae teachers Interviewed have been Mentioned in
the sreceding parngraph*
To verify the opinions of these teachera a
further study wns nude of the textbooks known to
6have been in general use during the early days of
biology. These invariably contained in the preface
a statement of aims and they are quoted on a later
page.
Determination of Present status
The present aims of biology were determined
in much the same manner. First, it was ascertained
which of the current biology texts are in general
use in Massachusetts. This information was obtained
from the publishers and checked for reliability.
Next, the books in general use were analyzed for
subject matter.
Last, a search was made for courses of study
in use by the larger communities of the state in
anticipation that some might be found to throw light
upon the present content of biology.
Disclosures of the Biennial Reports
The most fruitful source of information was
the file of biennial reports of each high school
in the state as required by the Massachusetts
Department of Education. These are available for the
last eight years and revealed the number of pupils
engaged in the study of each subject, the number of
hours per week spent upon the subject, and the year
each subject is offered.
7tufly of General ftcionce Texts
It wan apparent at th« outset that rauch
biology material ia taught In general soienoe courses.
In the belief that thla would have some bearing upon
the problem, quantitative analyaia of material In
nineteen general aolenoe texts wae made and the
results recorded under the heading of related
factors.
r tufly of Collate Kntranoe Requirements
As ia the ease with many high school subjects,
what is taught in biology is often influenced by
what is acceptable to the colleges for entrance
credit. Consequently the study includes an analysis
of these requirements as well as an inveatigatlon
Into the number of oollegea that accept biology for
entrance. Both of these findings have been included
urtfar the heading of related factors. In this same
connection the yearly examinations In biology of the
College Entrance examination Board have been
analysed for more light on the development and
present status of biology.
8Review of Literature
vJrlgln of the Tern "Biology" .
In lt» modern aenae, biology did not appear
1
In the curriculum until about I860, when the unity
and nature of plant and animal protoplaaa were
flrat olearly demonstrated by Max £ehult*e (182fi-
1874). For thla evidence of the llkeneaa and funda-
mental relatlonahlp of living thing* Sohultae ia
called the Father of Modern Biology • Credit auat
alao be given to Laaark (1744-1829) and to Treviranua
(1776-1837) for eatabliahing the unity of life and
for coining the word "biology* about 1803 « Biology
aa a unified aelenoe of living thinga waa brought to
this country in 1876 by Huxley*
Entrance of the Natural i olenoea into Secondary rchoolo
Inglla in hia book, Prlnclplea of Secondary
e
'-education, note a that: On the whole, three perloda
In the development of the atudy of natural *olenoe
in the aeoondary achool are to be dlatingulahed
.
During the firat period (about 1800-1870) the natural
*D. Baird, A Study of Biology Botebook tfork in New
gYork State. 1923, p. 2.
A. Inglie, Prlnclplea of Secondary :«ducation,
1918,
p« 509.
9sciences were studied and organised largely as
informational courses* During the second period
(about 1970-1900) the tendency was to organise the
study of the natural sciences according to the
demands of pure science. The third period (about
1900 to the present) haa been characterised by
attempts- to organise the stud> or natural so'enoes
in part according to their applications . The move*
aent, howevar, is aa yet (1318) in lta fornative
stage*
The academies of Sew Rngland and the Middle
f^tatea vera the flrat to offer credit courses in
botany and aoology. Botany weo offered in the
academies as early aa 1795 and toology 1818. The
University of Michigan accepted both botany and
zoology as entrance requirement* In 1375. Botany
aa a high school subject appeared in the Boston High
School for girls i« 1826; hutaan physiology at
Ipswich in 1839j and soology at ttalthan in 1849.
Biology Appears
The precise date when biology appeared in
its todem sense as « unified subject in Jfaasachusetts
schools In not clear. This is due to the confusion
Downing, Teaching rclence in the schools*
10
that atlll poraiata aa to the definition of the term.
However, veteran teaohera are agreed that the date
was about 1910, Biology firet appeared in the high
school* of Now York state about 1905. followed by
the first Ragante examination in this aubjeot in
June, 1906, The College Entrance Board offered the
firet examination in biology in 1314,
Failure of Phyalology to Meet Preaent Needa
' — »«" m^i»« i * ii i-mw.n iiU i t u rn n »iii n.« i" i i « mm
There la abundant evidence that the specialised
biological aolenoaa did not meet with wholehearted
1
approval or auooeaA. To quote, "Much of the
phyaiology taught the laat forty or fifty yeara haa
been of very little uae in actually helping to promote
good health habite. Certain faota of anatoay nay be
of uae in teaching proper breathing, digeative
functioning, and poaturej to know the number and
naraea of bonoa and mine lea ihv to a certain extent
aatlafy curioaityj phyaiologloal knowledge may »id
toward a rea liaation of the Importance of good
health, but none of these guarantees more healthful
living."
fchool Hygiene aerlea #4, Maaa. Pept. of Public
Health, 1931.
11
Failure of Botany and Zoology
What was true or physiology socma to have
1
been also true of botany and zoology* "The teachers
of morphological biology In the school* brought with
thorn fro^t the college certain Ideaa of method*
Possibly the lecture eye tea never took strong hold
in the schools, but the laboratory caethod of the
college, with much of Its paraphernalia, did* The
consequence of this was that thousand h of young,
untrained pupils were required to out, section,
examine, and draw the parte of dead bod lea of
unknown and unheard of animals and planta and later
to reproduce In examine tl one what they renenbered
of the facta they had aeen. M
Sussaary of Review of Literature
These quotations fro:; the literature on the
history of biology establish the following facta:
(1) The terra "biology 0 la an old one (1803) used
to describe the stud?' of living things 5 (2) the
biological sciences have been offered In various
\lnvllle, H.R
* ,
"old and New Ideals in Biology
Teaching*" School Science and Mathematics, Xs
210-216, tfaroh, 1910*
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for^ia in the United states since 1800; (3) biology
ae a diatinot subject did not appear in the public
secondary achoola until 1910; (4) the change to
biology waa ocean ioned by the failure of the old
lino aoienoea; and (5) the change to hiolor/ la
still in progreae.
Procedure
oarcity of Pata Concerning Hiolo^y in
Masyaohuaetta flelioola
The procedure in thla phaae of the aturty haa
been, firat, to search the literature bearing upon
the aituatlon of biology in Massachusetts . The
aearch haa extended through the library of the
Harvard Oraduate school of &3uoatlon and through
the library of the Maaaachuaetta Department of
Kducation. No apecific information haa been found
that beara directly upon the aubject of biology in
Maaaachuaetta public achoola. It la the conoluaion
that none exiata. Tome data in available on the
aneolallaed natural aolencea for the United .states
at large and thla ia aunnarlzed in Table I.
13
Tfoe Spread of Hiolopy
It iii felt that the spread of biology through
the secondary schools of the state oould best be
ascertained by a study of the enrollment over as
long a period of years as possible. By a comparison
of these figures with similar ones for the specialised
sciences some conclusion may be arrived at as to
whether biology actually is replacing any other
studies or not.
To get the increase in enrollment in biology
an examination was made of the biennial reports of
the Massachusetts State Department of Education.
This necessitated an examination of the report of
nearly all of the hitfh schools in the state for the
last eight years. The number of students Enrolled
in each natural science was noted and is recorded
in Table IV. (Because of the bulk of dsta included
it is placed at the back of the volume and a summary
of it only included here).
Omission of Data on the City of Boston
p u 1 1 ii iwii—t ! nn—imf~ n—r~~—n ——
Inasmuch as this study has been made to
discover the development and present status of
biology over the entire state it i« deeaed
beat to
14
consider the tendency of the City of Boston in e
separate section. Other* i*e the situation in Boston,
because of its great population, would overshadow
that of the rest of the state and prevent a true
picture of conditions. The best available data on
Boston Is found in Rohool Document ^1B~19R3 of the
Boston Public Schools.
Position of Biology in the Curriculum
The position of biology In the currlculun
was determined frora the biennial reports of the
high schools of the state. There are 251 high
schools in the state including those in Boston, but
for reasons detailed in the preceding paragraph the
data from Boston is omitted Also, there are a few
(not over twenty) reports missing fro& the 1930-1931
survey because of Incomplete returns when this data
was collected (April, 1931). In all, data here
offered has been collected frost 932 reports.
15
Development of Content
In the study of the development of content
considerable difficulty was experienced because in
the first years of the subject there were no
standardised courses of study to furnish a record.
The faw textbooks available about 1910 are sketchy
and it is impossible to ascertain to what extent
they were used in Massachusetts* The procedure, then,
has been to consult veteran teachers of biology for
their opinions as to the content of the subject in
its early days* These have boen quoted on a later
The present tendency has been determined by
en examination «nd analysis of the texts now in
MassaohUHetts . (Table V).
To determine the biology texts now in common
use by the schools of the state the publishing
houses were consulted « They have on file the names
of schools using their texts and were most generous
in the offer of assistance* Furthermore, claim to
the circulation of their particular text was found
to be conservative as a casual check-up of certain
schools lster proved.
16
Attitude of the qollegea
Under the heading of Related Faotora hen
beon put the hlatory of the changing attitude of
the college** Thla meana the acceptability of
biology for college entrance credit, Thla procedure
haa been determined by a questionnaire to all of the
collage* and unlveraltlea of Hew Kngland.
Biology in (tenrtrnl olence Texta
It waa found that cone id arable biology la
taught In general science courses throughout the
state* To arrive at aome oonclualon aa to how
much biology la thus taught all of the general
aclenoe textbook* to be found In the library of
the Harvard Graduate School of Education were aubjeoted
to an analyala. In all, nineteen bookn were ao
treated. Beoauae there are no aharp linen aeparatlng
the flelda of aclenoe much of the material in theae
booka could fall Into raore than one claaslfioation.
The material waa arbitrarily placed Into one group
or another and It Is felt that the analyala while
not exact will be accurate enough for preaent purponea.
Beeauae of the probability of nllght Inaocuraolea In
the unalysis the namea of the varloua texta are not
aaaooiated with their data.
jmporcerture of the specialised : olonoes
Restricted Meaning of *Blology w
Because "biology" »r a subject In secondary
schools hag come to have a restricted cleaning there
haa been soaie difficulty in obtaining accurate informa-
tion concerning it. In it* literal eenae biology
haa bean taught in Haaaaehueatte aohoola since 18P6
when botany was offered In the Boston High School
for Olrla. However, the meaning of the tern in
thla paper la to be taken aa "a unified science
of living thinge.*
General biology aa we how understand it la
ore than a consolidation of courses in botany
,
physiology and hygiene* Summarized, it trachea that
all living forme are the results of physical influences
which are still in operation.
Decline of Physiology
The first of the specialised sciences to
suffer any aharp decline in enrollaent was physiology.
From an examination of the accompanying
(d. £ft)
ta*le Ait la seen that In 1900 physiology waa the aoat
popular or the sciences In point of enrollment.
However, from that tl*e on It haa euffered the sharpest
are plotted on page 24
Beginning with 1910 the percentage of
students In eaoh study Is based upon the number of
students In the schools reporting studies. In
previous years the percentages »ere based upon the
total number of students In the schools.
1928
ftudonts g << of Total
Astronomy 2,045 .07
Botsny 50,611 1.61
Chemistry 230,020 7.31
Oen. Biol. 418,121 13.30
Geology 2,816 .09
hys. Oeog. 81,807 2.60
Physios 224,233 7.13
Physiology 35,276 2.71
Zoology 24,184 .77
Oeneral Science 532,314 16.93
Proa Statistical ftunatery of 3d. 1927-1928
Bulletin, 1930, Wo. 3
tf.r.. Dept. of the Interior
V20
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Vertical axis indicates per cent of students of hi^h school
enrollment pursuing the subject
#
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decline eo that today it In taken by lees than three
per cent of the secondary aohool pupils of the
United rtatea. The only subjects with a later
enrollment number are aatronoay, botany, geology,
and aoology, Aa one writer puta it, "Much of the
phyaiology taught the last forty or fifty yenra haa
been of very little uae in actually helping to promote
good health habits."
Physiology Required by Lay
?hat phyaiology persisted aa a prominent
achool aubjeot as long as it did waa probably due to
two reasons. The firat of theae la found In the
2
Massaohuaetta General Lava Relating to Education
vhloh atate • • aehoola . • • aha 11 give instruction
anri training in . . . phyaiology and hygiene. In
connection with phyaiology and hygierw, inatruction
as to the effect a of alcoholic drlnka end of stimulants
and narcotics on the human system, end aa to
tuberculosis and ita prevention, shall be given to
all pupils In all schools under public control,
except schools saaintained solely for instruction in
School Hygiene eriea, #49 Has*. Dept. of Public
gHealth, 1931.
Bulletin of the P^pt. of BA., 1927, #4, p. 16.
particular branches
»
H In all probability this accounts
for the few cases whore phyoiolony ie a till taught in
aotoe Maanachu«etts aehools. An analysis of biology
texts (Table II) Indicates that the requirements of the
law la adequately iet by biology.
Influence of Kellfft pugi Organisation?
The aoconcl reaaon for the persistence of
physio 'ogy, at least until 1900, was tiie influence
of certain religious organisations upon achool
curricula. The influence of 83 la propaganda la
shown in an indoraeaent for ^teele'a Hygienic
Phyaiology, which reads:
Boa ton, June «0 f 1889.
The Pathfinder neriea of Textbooka on Anatomy,
Phyaiology, and Hygiene oonslate of the following
volumes
:
I. Child's Health Prlewr (for Prtssary Oredee).
II. Hygiene for Young People; or. Young
Peoples Physiology (for Intaroediate Claaaea).
III. Hygienic Physiology (for Advanced Pupila).
The above are the aeries originally prepared
(aa their goneral title indioatoa) to aupply the
denary! created by the lawa for temperance instruction
:?3
in public school* in the United states. They were
written by experts under the supervision of the
oientifie Department of the National Kenan's
Christian Temperance Union, published by the instiga-
tion of the sane, and have beun carefully revised
from tine to time, under the same supervision, to keep
then abreast with the latest teachings of science.
Being both teachable and well adapted to
grade, their educational value, as proven by school
room tests, is of the highest order. We therefore
cordially indorse and highly recommend the Pathfinder
Series for use In schools.
MARY H. HUNT
National and International Superintendent of
the .scientific Dept. of the * .C.T.U.j
Life Director of the National Ideational
Association.
ADVI«OHY BOAHD
Joseph Cook William B< Sheldon
Albert H. Pluab, D.D. Daniel Dorchester, D.D.
The Change In gnphaala frota Anatomy to
Health and Sanitation
From an examination of the texta in uae
at that time it la evident that in ita early hiatory
in our aeoondary oohoola phyaiology waa largely
concerned with anatomy. Today w*» find the anatomical
aspects greatly reduced with health and aanltation in
greater prominence (eco Chart vii • In apite of
theaa reviai one it la vein- evident that by 1915
(Chartuj phyaiology had a very much reduced enrollment.
The Dec lino of Botany and Zoology
Data upon botany and aoology in not available
for the United rtatee at lar«e prior to 1910. However,
we find a aharp decline in at iriont enrollment from
that time on (Chart IV )• For further information we
are obliged to draw upon educational writera of that
1
time. We fl nd that in the cape of botany the old^r
morphology waa taught, and the classification of planta
waa the chief aubject of botanical investigation.
Coulter, John M., "Chaptera in the History of
American Botany. School i olence and Matheraaticc
,
XI: 814-16
.
fceccaber, 1911.
25
Pate of latest! ^ior ^erritbiy 'fe, off ' ' ^ of 'sch'o'olg Ptureulng
15 Downing U. S. 128 0,0 53.3 56.3 28.1
18 Jones 3. D. 124 4.8 SO. 6 3.1 4.0
19 Worun Hioh. 172 10.5 29.8 8.7 4.7
•22 Holoquiat Minn. 109 50.0 23.0 30.0 23.0
24 Downing 111. 176 22.2 78.8 70.0 6S.7
•M Foster Wash* 156 43.1 40.6 9.7 14.2
•24 Huntor 9« 8, 357 83.8 29.9 8.7 4.7
24 Bailey Cal. 515 59.5 10.1 3.2 13.3
26
TABLE 1 11
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OFPBRIKG HATUBAL SCIEKC.SS IN MASSACHUSETTS 1924-1931
Date of Investigator Territory No. of % of Schools Pursuing
Report
,
Soola. Biolo-^/ Botany Zofllogy Physiology
•24-* 25 Oassidjr Mass.
•26-'27 «
• 28- • 29 " tt
•30-»31 » «
235 62.9 8.0 3.4 8.9
232 57.2 7.3 2.2 14.7
235 70.2 8.1 3.8 14.5
207 77.3 5.8 3.9 14.0
Note* Table IV a summary of fable XIII.
The "biennial report incomplete
3/9/31 the reduced no. of schools.
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A Religious Mn\ of Botarff and Zoology
Further reason for the decline of botany and aoology
is found in faulty aims held fbr them prior to 1900. One
of these was a religious aim* The introduction to the
1
text used almost exclusively until 1895 contains:
"Consider the lilies of the field, how they ^row; they
toll not, neither do they spin; and yet I sv unto you that
even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of
these—Liatthew VIi28-29* Our Lora'fc direst object in this
lesaon of the lilies was to convince the people of God's
care for them. • • . Ajid when Christ Himself directs us to
consider with attention the plants around us, to notice how
they grow, how varied, how numerous, and how elegant th$y
are and with what exquisite skill they are fashioned and
adorned, we shall surely fin* it profitable and pleasant to
learn the lessons vrhich they teach."
Scientific Habit of Kind Ascribed to Stud^r of Botany
Still another faulty aim is found in the text of Bergen:
"Another clai/.. of the botanists prior to 1900 was that botaryr
will develop a scientific tabit of mind if the pupil in
1
Stout, John Elbort, The Development of the High School Curri-
cula in the North Central States from 1860 to 1918. T2d. Mono-
graph, June, 1921, The U. of Chicago.
his notes and. recitations is required to distinguish clearly the
1
sources of his knowledge " Modern educators are agreed that no
such habit of mind can be developed by a study of botany.
28
Karl^ Changes In Zoology
For an insight into the early days of zoology in-
struction a treatise on "The History of Zofllogy Teaching
2
in the Secondary Schools of the United States" throws
indirect light upon the situation in Massachusetts. In it
is stated that "about 1325, zoology first made its wsyr into
the curriculum. In aim, subject, and method it resembled
but slightly the zoology >f the present. Its Intrinsic
value of broadening and training the mind was no part of
the purpose of its introduction, but rather to acquaint
children with the works of the Creator and inspire them
with love and admiration for a Bein^ who could and did
create such great and wonderful things for the children of
men."
Second St^ge in Teaching Zoology
"The second stage In the teaching of soology in
secondary schools witnessed the emphasis on comparative
anatomy, anatomical structure and
1
Bergen, J.Y., Elements of Botany, Ginn and Co., 1896,
Appendix*
Appendix
2Brown, Marion R., "The History of Zoology Teaching in the
Seoondaiy Schools of the United States."
School Science and Mathematics, II: 201-09; 252-72, 1902.
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classlf lostion. The earlier doniro to bring pupils
nearer to the Creator had not entirely panned away,
but the earlier religious ideal* had be*m replaced by
a more practical airs."
> roa tho data aupplied by the United BtfttM
Cororaissionor of Education (table I) it ir, evident
that by the year 1915 the specialized sciences had
lost much of their popularity over the country as a
whole. The year 1915 alao sharks the first recognition
of tho new subject of genoral biology, by the United
States Commissioner of Kducatlon.
It is seen fron the graph on the enrollment
in the sciences (1900-1928) that in 1900 there was a
steady decline in all science enrollment. For coae
unknown reason data on both botany and aoology is
lacking prior to 1910 but Judging from the trend of
all curvee shown it is a fair aanuDtption that thia
decline had been in progress for some tiae«
Reasons for the General Failure of Specialised
Sciences
Various reasons have been ascribed for thia
general decline of the specialized sciences, one of
which is contained in the folio*! ng quotation.
30
1
"The truth is that all of the old recognized sciences failed
some years ago to command respect of students of education when
regarded as educative materials which would best equip the pu-
pil to take his place as a prosperous and self-respecting
citizen in this twentieth century world."
The Rise of general Biology
It is not until nine years later 1924 that we are able to
supply statistical information concerning Massachusetts (Table IV).
It is worthy of note that the percent of schools pursuing biology
in this state has increased steadily for the past eight years at
tfc* rate of approximately two per cent each year, Uso, the
number of pupils engaged in the study has had a proportionate
and steady increase* The number of schools that offer the
specialized sciences has remained fairly static but the number
had already been reduced to a low fig-ore before 1924.
1
Barber, "The Reorganisation of High School Sciences."
School Science and Mathematics, KVIIIj 247-62, 1918.
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TABLE IV
ENROLLMENT IN THE SCIENCES
IN MASSACHUSETTS
1924-1931
Physiology-
Biology Botany Zoology Hygiene
1924-25 7,017 1,373 252 1,677
1926-27 8,254 1,116 279 2,698
1928-29 9,753 1,550 407 2,303
1930-31
.
11,437 1,105 523 3,138
1924-25 1926-27 1928-29 1930-31
Pupils Engaged in Study of Biology
Data from Biennial Reports
Ifigure II 32
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In the compilation of the data on
science enrollment
in Massachusetts, it was noted that
there w*s an occasional
school that offered astxonoay. geology,
or horticulture.
The number of schools eo affected was
never in excess of
one per cent and the number of pupils
concerned was pro-
portionately small.
Per present purposes, then, it
may be safely assumed
that the once popular subjects of astronomy
and geology
had disappeared from our public
secondary schools V 1920.
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The Place of Biology in the Curriculum
In the report of the Commission on the
1
Reorganization of Secondary Education it is recommended
that in four-year high schools a course in biology
be given in the second year and that in the junior-
senior high schools this subject be given in the last
year of the junior high school, and that in large
schools other biological science? be offered as
electives in later years of the hi#i school.
Located in the Second Year
From an examination of tho data on Massachusetts
schools it is seen that there is a well established
tendency to put the subject in the tenth grade, (Chart #
i.e., the second year of the four-year high school.
Also, it is found from the same source of information
that there is a marked tendency in the group of smallest
high schools to vary the position in the curriculum
between the first and second years. This accounts for
the appearance of biology in alternate years in certain
of the small schools. "In the smaller high schools,
general science and biology are frequently taught on
Dept. of the Interior bulletin #26, 1920, p. 29
/Figure III
The Place of Biology In th ^ Currl culun
1924-1928 1930-19.31
No. of Schools
Year taught
26'
alternate years to freshmen and nophomores oonblnod.
In larger schools both courses are taught each year,
usu«Uy with general sclenoe <*or freshman and
biology for sophomores, although this order is soae-
tities reveraod."
Rfr -| 0^v«iy .-aw Advanced Couroes
Contrary to the recommendation of th* Apartment
Of the Interior bulletin #26 there are but
ten high
schools in the state that offer either botany or
aoology after the foundation course in biology.
There
are somewhat more schools (Table rr ) offering
physiology and hygiene but It is felt that this
is to
B
aeet the requirement of the state law.
Time Allotment
With regard to the time allotment to biology
there is a very general tendency for
the subject to be
taught five periods each week (Figure
IV ). This
Inforaation obtained from biennial reports
is not
entirely satisfactory because "period.-
nay differ in
length. However, from general
observation it is thought
to mean approximately forty- five
minutes.
Oology in the Rural High School, ^nittee on
science
o?
n
«n.acCet?s, Bulletin or the Apartment of
Brtuoatlon, IWf, #«» P- 15 '
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Figare IV
The Trend of Time Allotment to Biol1024-1925 1930-1931
140
3 4 5 6 7 eriods por Week 3 4 5 6 7
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The Changing Content of Biology
Because the biology of the early daye In
Massachusetts high schools waa Inclined to vary aa to
content we are again obliged to draw upon the textbooka
for the first idea of content. To ascertain which
texts In biology were used about 1915 tliree of the
outstanding teachers of that day were consulted, They
are Mr, Ralph C, Bean of the Olrls JTlirh school, Boston;
Mr, George D« Buasoy of the Kant Boston High rohool;
and Pr# *• H, t>, Meier of the Kraiinghara Normal School*
There la agreement among them that the earliest texta
used were;
Elements of Biology, by 0, ff« Hunter
American Book Co., 1907.
First Course In Biology, by Bailey ft Coleman
Haonlllan, 1909.
Introduction to Biology, by Bigelow ft Blgelow
Maomillan, 1914.
Civic Biology, by Hodge and Dawson
Olnn, 1918.
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A lata of textbook v raters
The aim of these author* are bent brought
out by a study of the introductions to their texts •
These follow In the sane order aa given above:
fflomonte of Blolo/qr
by 0. Hunter
A • B. Co., 1907
P. V. "The a is of thia book la to correlate
the allied nubjeota of botany, soblogy, and
human physiology in a general course of
biology fcr the first year of the hijjh
school. The foundation principles upon
which this correlation ia made are that the
life processes of plftnta and of aniaals are
similar, and in nany respects, identical;
that the properties and activities of
protoplasm are the aani whether in the cell
o«* a plant or of an nniswl; and that the
human body la a delicate machine built out
of that same Hystericus living nattor,
protoplasm* * ith such a foundation correla-
tion is not only possible, but natural* 1 '
Clear Cut 3 Parts
Botany 178 pagea
Zoftlogy 139
Human Phys. 118
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I irrt Course In Biology
by Bailey k Coleman
Haonlllan, 1909
P. V» MThe present tendency In secondary
education Is away fro ; the formal technical
cosiplofcion of separate subjects and toward
the developing of a workable training in
the activities that relate the pupil to his
own llfo« In the natural science field,
the tendency is to attach less importance
to botany And soblogy and physiology as
ouch, and to lay greater stress on the
processes and adaptations of life as
expressed In plants and anlaala and nen."
P. V. 14 One of the narks of this new tendency
in education is the introduction of unit
courses in biology in the secondary schools,
in the place of the formal and ofton dry
and nearly meaningless Isolated courses in
bcfcany, aoblogy and physiology,"
Plant biology 204 pps.
Aniaal w 223
Huraan 164 M 3 Distinct Parts
*
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Introduction to Biology
by Blgelow & Blgelow
Maoalllan Go., 1914
Pref. V. "This book if not a combined text-
book of botany end aoology, for it makos
no attennt at a systematic presentation
of either of these sciences. It is
simply what its title suggests? an
introduction to biological facts and
ideas . . i This book ought to
prepare for, rather than wastefully to
anticipate, strong courses of botany
or sottlogy which In tmnj high schools
will probably be offered aa electivea In
later years
•
Biol. 9, 13, 120
Bot . 53
Z oftlogy 71
Physiology 76
Hygiene 72
Civic Biology
Hodge and Pawson
OInn, 1918.
363 pps.; 32 chapters of unrelated material
put In no logical order.
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It will be noted from the analysis of these
texts that the two older ones are divided clearly into
sections of botany, zoology, and physiology. The two
later texts show clearly the trend away from
separate biological sciences to the blended type.
This is in accordance with the findings of a study
made in Texas
,
which fo Hows
Two Types of Courses
1
"Two types of courses (general biology) are
distinguished* One is the treatment of the course
from the standpoint of botany and zoology, or plant-
biology and animal-biology. The other is the so-called
blended or general course, in which animal and plant
life are studied as a unit. In such a course general
principles of living things and processes are considered
in relation to plants and animals, as the occasion may
justify. This type of course is favored rather
generally by students of education."
Poor Pedagogy of Early Days
A further indication of the status of biology
in its early days is found in Reorganization of
2
Science in Secondary Schools, "When biology was
*The Teaching of Science in Texas High Schools, Bulletin
g#183. Dept. of Ed., Texas, 1924.
Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Ed., Bulletin, 1920,
#26.
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introduced Into the secondary school, the subject was
taught by nan and wo$en trained almost wholly in
college courses in morphology and classification;
and in consequence a diluted typo of college course
was almost inevitable in the hifch school* Much of
the laboratory material consisted of preserved
specimens of plants and animals* Microscopical work
of too difficult a typo was insisted upon* Herbaria
of dried specimen* cluttered home and school* 1 '
"In recent years increasing eaphasls has been
placed on the study of living organisas* Phys iolo$ical
experiments and ecological studies have been introduced.
But still the type of topic selected for study is aore
or less that which appeals to the adult &ind rather
than to the mind of the adolescent. The material
used was often remote froea the everyday experience of
the students, and biological studies still failed to
function as largely as had been hoped."
"When teachers began to present biology in
its relation to hunan welfare a new and vital interest
in the subject was awakened •"
Raphaels on Nature Study
"For some time there has been a distinct trend
toward the placing of nore enphasis upon nature study
in all biological work. For a tiae the pendulum
swung toward the inclusion of 'cutdown 1 university
science subjects in Hifch School Biology, but the pendulum
now seeros to be swinging back toward the nature study
idea. Biology teachers are coming to realise that they
are not training their students for college science
courses but for living* As a result aore enphasis is
being placed upon familiarising thesa with the elements
1
of their environment
"It is evident that the New York educational
authorities believe that the biology teacher should
know something of Natural History. Requirements for
a teaching license in biology, whioh are in force for
the first tiae this year, include a field tost for
the identification of coiaaon plants and animals.
Maxima^ lists of the trees, herbaceous plants, birds,
reptiles, amphibians and an on, have been prepared,
and the teacher is supposed to be familiar with the
forras included on those lists."
Turtox News, Hay, 1931, p. 37.
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PRBSKNT COgggC OF BIOLOGY TEXTS
To get the present trend of content of biology texts
in Massachusetts a stud,/ of the texts in use was made. A
preliminary survey was made through the offices of text-
book publishers, A fairly acourace record was conpiled
this way and although certain schools are shown to use
two or more texts the results are not seriously effected*
It was found V further examination that certain schools
do use more than one text, particularly the larger schools.
Texts Used In Massachusetts
In the number of schools to use them the texts rank
as follows:-
49 Hunter. $#VM New Essentials of Biology, 4m. Book Co.,
1924.
43 Smallwood, W.Li., Hevelay, Ida L#, and Bailey, G. A,
New Biology. A .lyn and Bacon, 1924.
39 Moon, T, j, f Biology for Beginners. Henry Holt & Co. 1929.
27 Peabody, 1« J.# and Hunt, A. E., Biology and Human welfare.
Macmillan Co., 1924.
5 Sruenberg, 3. C, Biology and Human Life. Grinn & Co. 1925.
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It will bo noted that data has been included on three
text £3 not in oo^oa use 1st Massachusetts* These arej (1)
Civic Biology* V Hunt or j (2) living 7hirvf»» V Clement*
mn# 1 3} Introduotlon to Biology, by Kln»qr« All three of
these jopulatitjr in neighboring states, the latter
two because of the uevness* may ooae into use hare,
foffl i^giS of Slolo;y. Texts
These texts have been analysed as to content in an
endeavor to get the present trend of content as follows-
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TABLE VQUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGY TOTS |0f IN CM
Author
pages
of
Botany
pages
of
Zoology
pages pages
of of
Physiology-
Hygiene Biology
Total
paxes
Clamant 288 117 50 95 550
Oruanbarg 94 108 256 131 589
Hunter (1) 51 40 137 186 414
Hunter (2) 165 130 116 16 427
KInsey 46 163 26 276 611
Moon 159 191 139 165 634
Peabody 56 155 101 255 565
Smallwood 180 192 143 150 666
Total 1019 1096 968 1272 4355
Average 127.4 137 121 159 544
* 23.39 2ft. 16 22.2 29.2
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It 1b evident from thia analyaia that biology
aa It la now taught In Massachusetts la about evenly
divided between botany, aoolo^y, physiology-hygiene,
and "biology".
In othor words, tho old idoa of proportion
In biology content (1016) haa not ohanged greatly.
However, there la an amount equal to any one of the
specialised aeleneea devoted to atrletly "biology"
material that llluatratea the fundamental relatlonahlp
of all living things.
Roooaaendatlon of Department of Interior
1
Bulletin #B6 of the Dept. of the Interior
already quoted contains the following recommendation
aa to what the content of a general biology course
should be:-
*The oo"*aittee believes that a course In
biology in the ninth or tenth year should be what
the 'name implies--* study of living things* The
central ideas should be:
1, The way in whieh each organise maintains
its own life and the life of the species.
1
Reorganisation of : oiance in Secondary schools. Dept.
of the Interior, Bulletin. 1980. #86, p. 31.
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8 # The Interrelations between different
organisms and groups of organises*
3« The constant dependence and Interrelations
of living things with the physical world
about them*
4* The power of nan to control the habits and
relationships of plants and anioala to
serve his own ends*
Supplementary Al is In Hew York State
These reconaendati >ns have been supplemented
in the How York fttate Syllabus for Secondary Schools
1
as follows:
1* To give to pupils an intimate knowledge of
important living plants and aniiaals and their natural
habitats.
2« To present only sufficient knowledge of
plant and anl&al structures to attain the understanding
of fundamental functions (since structure is secondary
to function) with the purpose of developing wherever
possible a knowledge and appreciation of the
structural adaptations of plants and animals for
particular uses*
*The University of the State of Sew York, ? tate
Department of Kduoation, Syllabus for Secondary
Schools , Biology, p. 6.
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3. To train the ^ind of the pupii, by developing
hie power of accurate observation, perception of the
law of cause and effect, and ability to reason to
logical conclusions froa given data and experimental
evidence.
4* To dove lop an understanding of the relation
of biology to the other sciences, to acquire soae
knowledge of the scientists who have aade valuable
contributions to biology, and especially to gain an
appreciation of the importance of biologic science to
civilisation*
5. To enrich the life of the pupil (as
suggested in the report of the commission), through
the esthetio appeal of plants and animals studied, to
the end that he raey ap- reeiate and enjoy nature.
6. To apply the lessons of physiological
specialisation, dependence and cooperation to social
relationships
.
7* To stress the conservation of our natural
resources.
8. To emphasise especially the essential
conditions of individual aw1 public health in city
and rtote.
51
9« To rive pupils an understanding of the
general functions cotamon to the life of all organises
and thus to show the unity of all life.
Because lew York State has recognised biology
as a secondary school subject since 1905 and has had
about ten year* wore of experience to build upon, the
subject has been store carefully worked out* this
advance has been aided by the Sew York state Department
of Education whose syllabus in biology (1929) contains
the following aims:-
!• To give to pupils an intimate knowledge of
important living plants and aniaals and their natural
habitats*
2. To present only sufficient knowledge of
plant and animal structures to attain the understanding
of fundamental functions (since structure is secondary
to function) with the purpose of developing wherever
possible a knowledge and appreciation of the structural
adaptations of plants and an inale for particular ures.
3* To train the mind of the pupil, by developing
his power of accurate observation, perception of the
law of cause and effect, and ability to reason to
A ntudy of Laboratory Notebook Work in Mew York state,
by 1 on 0« Baird, p. 2.
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logical conclusions fro-? crivon data and experimental
evidence*
4* To develop an understanding of the relation
of biology to the other sciences, to acquire some
knowledge of the scientists who have made valuable
contributions to biology, am especially to gain an
appreciation of the importance of biologic science to
civilisation*
5* To enrich the life of the pupil (as
suggested in the report of the oomlealon), through
the esthetic appeal of plants and animals studied, to
the end that he nay appreciate and onjoy nature*
6* To apply the lessons of physiological
specialisation, dependence and cooperation to nodal
relationships*
7, To stress the conservation of our natural
resources
•
8* To emphasise especially the essential
conditions of individual and public health in city
and state*
9* To give pupils an understanding of the
general functions eoaaon to the life of all organisms
and thus to show the unity of all life*
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Unfortunotely Massachusetts has as yet no auob
ayllnbus or atatemeat of alma. However, the analysis
of texts oonraon to both states would seem tn indicate
that the aubjeot la taught here In substantially the
aane way It Is in New York.
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Related Fact ore
Biology in general : olence Text*
In an examination of general science texts
it is at onee apparent that biology is one of the
sciences Included In that subject. To get an
approximation of the amount of biology thus taught
a stut'y of nineteen of the oonnonly used general
science texts was mad »« This was done by counting
the number of pages of material on the various topics.
There are six branches of science commonly included
in general science and a larger nunber given some
attention. These less frequently used topics for
convenience were classified as miscellaneous and
oake up less than ten per cent of the total. Also,
some smterial was found that aight fall into two or
more classifications « For that reason the names of
texts are not associated with their data.
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TOLE VI
BtnflMW OP ANALYSIS OP OBHTsJiAL PCII5HC3 TEXTS
Texts Studied 19
fiubjeot Pa^OB %
Physics 3894 43,97
Biology 2586 26 ,94
Ulooellnnoous 738 8.33
Oha*is*ry 787 8.81
Physiography 447 5.O6
Household Arts 367 4.14
Astronomy 896 3. 54
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TABLE VII
O&MKRAL 60ZKK08 TSVTS STTOtED
Author Text Publisher J2SL
Barber and others First Course In Gen. 3o« Henry Holt and Co. WM
liiiwi Oeneral Botonoe Aliyn and Beeon 1921
Boadon Oenoral Selenee Blekleton 1929
Caldwell A Rlkenberry General Saienoe Glnn and Company 1918
Caldwell ft Meier Omen Door to Selenee Clan and Company 1926
Clerk Am Introriuat * on to Be* Amor loan Book Go. 1915
C lament-Col 1 te tor*
Thurston
Our Surrounding Iroquois Publishlnr Co. 1928
Elhttff General Betonoe D* G. Heath and Co* 1916
rail BttIftHM for Boelimore Horid BoOk Company 1917
ffMiltr Junior Solenoe Benjamin H.Sanborn ft Co. 1920
noleyard Oeneral Stance B.P. Outton and Co. 192*
Hunter ft hltwem Cfcrle Selenee in H«ft Q. Amerieaa Book Company 1923
Lake Oeneral Selenee Si Ivor Burdett ft Co. 1917
Pleper and Beauehewp Everyday Problem Soott # Foreemui ft Co. 1926
Regenato In-Teetor s General Selenee R«nd t XoHally fr Co. 1928
Pueh and Inelow The Selenee of Things
About He
Little Brora and Co. 1919
Snyder £verydny ^elenee Allyn «nd Baeon 1919
Trafton Selenee of Home and
commit?
Maomillan 1926
aabuskirk ft" Smith The Selenee of Everyday
Life
Houghton Mifflin Co. 1928
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1
Orap-ilc Hepresentation of Materia]
#
L Qiven In
Nineteen Clen # Sc«. Textbook*l
fe*
1 /// 3900
1600
.3300
.3000
V .2700
.240<D
.2100
.1800
.1500
,1200
900
/
.600
///// .300// / ///
A.fat t. PA rs/bc. C/?eS77. A^/sce/A 7$/&/orYJ ^
From en examination of the data upon Biology
In General Science texts it la aeen that each text
includes acne biology material* The aaount varied
all the way froa ten pages to three hundred fifty-five
with the average at one hundred twenty- five or In
the neighborhood of twenty-seven percent* This la
taken as a fair indication of the importance general
science textbook writers attach to biology* The
average per cent of biology included Is exceeded
only by that of physics (about forty-four per cent).
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Recognition of Biology as a Subject for Collogo
Bntrnnoe Credit
Recognition by College Entrance Board
"The College Entrance Board of the Kiddle states
and Maryland was organised on November 17, 1900, and
the first exaaination was given in June, 1901.
Satural aclenoe subjects wore not offered in 1901.
Botany waa the first natural science subject given,
being a part of the examination in 190£« Zoology waa
addod in 1907, but the first examination in biology
waa not offered until 1914*
"The pupil haa always had a oholce of queationa
in the natural sciences. Beginning in 1914 the questions
for each subject were grouped and n atlll wider range
of choice of questions was permitted* The early
questions were isoatly of the fact or nenory question
type* The enphasis was on structure in plants and
animals until 1*14, when the idea of thought-provokin *
questions began to dominate, and much less enxphaaie
was placed on structure • The eaphasls changed from
structure to the functional behavior of plants and
aniaals, and at the present tine there is a tendency
to Btrw9 the health and economic phases in the
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biology examinations. The work of drawing* has been
emphaaiaed fron the beginning, but In the biology
examinations offered during the past throe yearo it
has been possible for puplle to make a good grade
without any drawings at all.
"Much oredit has been allowed for notebook
work In the post* In the first natural sclenoe
examination—botany In 1902—64 oounts *ere given
for examination questions and 56 counts for the
i
laboratory notebook. This proportion for the natural
solenocs remained about the same until 1911, when a
teacher's certificate covering the laboratory instruction
was substituted for the submission of a notebook. From
1911 to the present time It appears that the notebook
Is not counted in arriving at the pupil's College
Entrance examination grade, but that the teacher's
certificate Is required as a part of and a prerequisite
to the examination in natural sciences.
"Beginning with 1917, health questions pppear
more frequently in the natural science examinations,
and the economic phase receives considerably more
attention. Since 1926 there lias been a change, in
part, to the newer typo of questions, such as the
true* false, completion, multiple-choice, etc."
Definition of the Requirements
"The College Entrance anamination Board's
"Definition of the Requirements" for 1989 specify that
the minimum requirements in biology are: "Course I—
a year of biology with emphasis on the applications
of biology to human welfare" or "Course II*—a year of
biology with emphasis on the structure and function
of plant and animals •" The examination questions
cover" <1) the structure of plants and animals.
(2) the physiology, 11 f* history, and classification
of plants and animals. (3) The applications of
biology to human welfare*" The College Entrance
examination Board also specifies in detail just what
rhould be studied in Courses 1 and II. Course II
represents the older typo of work and this is the
course that most of the pupils who submitted notebooks
for this Investigation must have pursued."
Recognition at the HWw Bnglanfl Colleges
Inasmuch as this study is concerned primarily
with the status of biology in Massachusetts It has
been ascertained just when biology became recognised
as an acceptable subject for college entrance at the
63
Sow gnglanfi oolie;*aa« It is asetu&ed that the great
majority of Maseaahusette pupils preparing for college
will enter one *>f theee institutional The data for
thio phase :>£ toe stuQy me obtained a lette* to
each of the inetltutlone. As indicated in the ac-
oompaiv ing table biology has bean aceepted b7 e*exy
college and university in Bew Sag land since 19£2»
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TABLE VIII
Ki"x1v t }.•;.Dig
college year
Albertus Magnus 198ft
ntoerst 1907
Bates circa 1922
Boston college always
Boston University fit lost si nee 1916
Brown 1920
Clark l JOS
Colby 1908
Connecticut Agrieulturel elways
connectloot Coilepe for Woaen always
Pert touiih C#K.K*B# 1914
^•Wisnuel 1919
Harvard 1910
International Y.M«C«A # Always
Lowell Textile (not in oatslogue) yes
:aina 1906
HaasfiChuaetts 1921
alwoya
itlddlebury (dute unoertain) yes
ount Holyoke 1912
University of New Hampshire olrea 1910
Hortheftstom (date uncertain) yes
Providence always
Radeliffe 1916
Rhode Island (date uncertain) yea
St, Ansolra's 1917
?t» Michael's always
iations 1912
Smith G«B«K«B« 1914
Trinity 1921
Tefts circa 1900
Vermont ciroe 1900
oaleysn 1911
•illiaas 5907
£.P.X. 1906
veiiesloy g.b»e,B 1914
henton X919
Tale 1916
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Summary of bindings
This study has determined the significant changes in
the development of the unified subject of biology from the
specialized "biological subjects to its present position in
the public secondary schools of Massachusetts. The findings
are here given in the order in whicii they occur in the body
of the study:
1. The old specialized sciences of astronomy, botany,
geology, physics, physical geography, and physiology have all
fallen off in point of pupil enrollment since 1900 (p. 24.)
The one exception to this decline is chemistry. This loss
has been more than compensated for by the increase in enroll-
ment in general science and general biology since 1915.
2. Although physiology was one of the first of the old
line subjects to suffer a decline in enrollment it is now
holding its own and is in a stronger position in Massachusetts
than any other biological subject except "biology" itself.
(Talle IV) The reason ascribed to this is the state law requiring
instruction in this subject.
3. Faulty aims and unsound pedagogical principles that
were attached to the older biological subjects were the primary
causes of their abandonment. Two of these that were prevalent
about 1900 were (1) a religious aim of natural science, and (2)
a scientific attitude of mind ascribed to the study of science.
4. There is a marked tendency to teach biology in the tenth
year of the high school except in the smaller high schools
where it often alternates with general science to combined
classes of fresh-men and sophomores, (p. 32),
5. There is a very strong tendency for biology to be
taught five periods (p. 35), and contrary to the recommendations
ov the Department of the Interior it is not followed b; an inten-
sive course in one of the specialized sciences.
6. Biology as it is now taught in Massachusetts is about
evenly divided between botany, zoology, physiology-hygiene, and
"biology". There is a marked tendency to integrate these into
a "synthetic" course to illustrate the fundamental relationship
of all living things* (p. 46).
7. The purpose of biology has taken on a practical aspect
in relation to human welfare. The central ideas involved are
to teach (1} the way in which each organism maintains its own
life and the life of the species, (2) the interrelations be-
tween different organisms and groups of organisms, {3 J the
constant dependence and interrelations of living things with
the piiysical world about them, and (4) the power of man to con-
trol the habits and relationships of plants and animals to
serve his own ends. (p. 47).
8. More than one quarter of the content of general science
texts is biological material. This average is exceeded only by
that of physics (about forty-four per cent.) (p. 57).
9. Biology is no*v adopted at all colleges and universities
in New England for entrance credit. Recognition was first ac-
corded in 1900 "by a few institutions and the other followed
slowly. The college Entrance ISxaxaination Bo^rd supplied the
impetus for its general acceptance ty, offering an examina-
tion in the biology in 1914* Since the year 1922 biology-
has been recognised and entrance credit allowed for it b;
every collegiate institution in Hew England*
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B lley and coleraan
telrd, Don
Barber* P« D«
Berber and Others
l3e^for«d
Bergen, J, Y.
Biennial ^eporte
Biiselow and Blgelow
•>owden
Brown* Unrlon R#
Caldwell* 0# W .
Caldwell * 0* w« and
Committee
First Course in Biology,
Haemillan* 1909.
A Study of Biology Nototrok work
In How York Stuto* 1929
"The Reorganisation of 'Tlgh school
Science*" school science and
Mathematics* XVTTI: 247-62, 1918*
First course in General science*
uenry Holt t Co. * 1918
General science* Allyn A Baoon f
1921
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Hassachua* tta State Department of
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Introduction to Biology*
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United states* school science
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"An Investigation of the Teaching
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schools"* School science and
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Secondary schools* U*S* bureau
of Education* Bulletin No* 26* 1920*
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Caldwell and Eikentierry
Caldwell and Meier
Clark, jertha
Clement - col lister «
liureton
Coulter, John M.
Downing , E. R.
Downing, Elliot R.
Elhuff
Pall
General science, Ginn and Company,
1918.
Open Do srs to Science, Ginn and
Company, 1926.
An Introduction to Science, Ataorloan
Boo* Co., 191b,
our surroundings, Iroquois ubj ishing
Co., 1928.
College En^ranee Kjcanination Bo«rd,
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Report, National Eduoation
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Chapters in the History of American
Botany, school science and
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"Are the Hew scienoe subjects Crowd-
ing out the old in High School?"
Sehool science end Mathematics,
XXIII: 46-50, Jaauary, 1924.
teaching science in the schools.
P*, XIII - 185. ^he University of
Chicago press, 1926.
Krtuoatioi»l Directory* 1931. Bulletin
of the Department of Education,
Mass. 1930, Mo. 9 Whole Number 220.
General science, D. C. Heath and Co.,
1916.
Scienoe for Beginners, >7orld Book
Do., 1917.
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Gruenberg* 3, c.
QruenDerg, 3. C.
HesaXa*
Hodge, C. F. , nnd
Dawson, J.
Holmyard,
Runtart G. W.
Hunter, G« ft.
Hunter # G* W.
Hunter end Whitman
Inglls* A.
Dike,
Linvtlle, H. R.
Lloyd and Bigelow
General Laws Relating to Education,
The Commonwealth of tn&aaaehusette,
Bulletin of the Department of
duo »tlonf 1927, Number 4.
Biology and Human Life* Ginn end
Co., 1985
Elementary Biology. Girm and Co.
,
1919.
Junior science, benjamin H. Sanborn &
Co., 1920.
Civic Biology. Ginn and Co., 1918.
General science, E, ?• Dntton and
Co., 1927.
A Civic Biology. American Book Co.,
1914.
Elements of Biology. American Book
CO., 1907.
Now Haaentlala of biology, American
Book Co., 1984.
Civic Science In Home and Community,
American Hook Co* >nn , 1925.
^rinotplea of Education, Houghton
glfflln Co. , 1918.
Gon< ral science, Silver Burdetrt and
Co., 1917.
I*we Relating to Education, Bulletin
of the Mae&achusett.a Department
of Education, 1927, #4.
"Old and Hew Id4als in Biology
Touching", school Science and
Mathematics, X:210-16, March, 1910.
Tne Teaching of Biology, Longmana,
Green and Co. , 1914.
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Moon, T. J. Biology ror Beginners, Henry Holt
and Co. , 19:21.
pe&body, J# K« "Biology In secondary schools.*
roeeedlngs of the National
Eduoation Association, 1914.
Pea body, J. K« and Biology and Hunan Welfare,
Hunt, a. E. Maoralllcn Co., 1924.
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Co., 1928.
Riohards, 0. W. "The Present Content of Biology In
Secondary Schools." school
Review, SI: 143-46, February, 1923«
Hush and :?inslotr The science of Tilings Aoout Us,
Little Brown and Co., 1926«
Sohool Hygiene Series #4 Massachusetts Department of Mblio
Health, 1931.
science ror Grade x - Biology,
Sohool Dooutaent Ho. 18-1925.
Boston -abllo schools*
Snyder, Everyday science, Allyn and Bacon,
1919.
Stout, John Elbert The Development of the High school
Curricula In the North Central
States from 18G0-1918. Kd.
Monograph, June, 1921. The
University of Chicago.
Syllabus for Secondary schools (lilology). Department of
Education, Albany, n. Y«, 1925.
smillwood, \u 9 Heveley, Idu L. , nd 'alley, 0. A,
lew Biology
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Yx»*fton, H. Botene* of How© and Co 1 unit;,-.
MMMllXan, 1926.
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Data from the Massachusetts State Department of
Education biennial reports upon which have been based
Tables III and IV and Figures II, III, and IV.
Legend:
"#Year" indicates the year biology is offered in
each school, i.e. (1) = the freshman year or the ninth
grade, etc.
"##Periods" indicates the number of periods biology
is taught each week through a full school year. A period
is approximately forty-five minutes.
"###P-H" indicates physiology and hygiene, either
or both.
Biology In fcasoachusetts Public High
1924 - 1925
Town Year# Periods^'§ Biology
Abington 2 i 36
Acton
Adams 2,3 78
Agawam 2 * 10
Araesbury 2 f 61
Amherst 2 8 68
Andover
Arlington 2,3,4 t 71
Ashby 1,2 § 8
Ashfield 1,2 n
Ashland 2 • 16
Athol ft • 24
Attleboro 8 • 40
Avon
Ayer 2 5 10
Barnstable 1 4 . 34
Barre
Belohertown 2 5 31
Belmont 2,3,4 5 97
Bemarston 1,2 5 16
Bverly 2 3 62
tllorloa
tackstone
Bourn© 1 6 71
Bralntree 2 5 27
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Biology in Massachusetts Public High 30hools (Cont'd.)
Town Year
Browster
Bridgwater 2
Brlmfiold
Brockton
Brookfield
Brooklln* 2
Cambridge:
High & Latin
Rindge
Canton 2
Charlemont 2
Charleton 1,2
Chatham 2,3
Chelmsford 2
Cheloe& 2
..: iwrto»4»^* r%W ^»
Chicopee
Clinton
Cohaasot e
Concord
Dalton £
o
Dartmouth O
Dadhan
Deorfield 2
Dennis M
Douglas
1924 - 1925
Periods Biology Botany Zoology F-H
4 61 61
lib
5
5
3
5
5
25
13
34
16
24
96
132
5
5
5
4
5
5
11
31
51
17
•
21
18 16
a
Biology In Kaosachuaetta Fubllo }&gh schools (Cont'd.)
1924 - 1925
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology
Dover
Duxbury 2 5 11
B. Brldgewater 2 5 30
tiasthssnpton
?;aeton 8 | 66
Kdgartown
:sgox
Everett 4 5 40 47
Pairhaven 45
Fell River 2,3 5 316 52
Falmouth
Pitcfaburg 3,4 4 108
Foxboro
Pramlngham 1 5 125
Franklin i 5 to
Gerdner :
»V 5 56
Gloucester 2,3 5 108
Grafton 7 18
G» Harrington S 5 50
firoenfleld e 5 8
Groton 8 CO
Groveland 8 5 £1
Hadley
Hamilton 2,3,4 5 10
Kanovor
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Town
Hardwick
Harwich
Hatfield
Haverhill
Hingham
Holbrook
Holden
ilolliston
Holyok©
Hopedale
Hopkinton
Hudson
Huntington
Ipswich
Kingston
Lancaster
Lawrence
Lee
Leicester
Lenox
Leominster
Lexington
littleton
Lowell
Ludlow
Biology in Massachusetts Public High schools {Cont*d.)
1924 - 1925
Periods Biology
7
Year
g
1
1,2
2,3
2
2.8
8
2
2
2
Jotany Zoology f-H
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
IS
16
26
230
64
22
15
27
95
Go
95
28 £6
24
US
87
12
78
Biology in Kaaaaohusetts Public High schools (Conttd.
1924 - 1925
Town Year Periods Bio!
Lunenburg 1,2 • 23
Lynns-
Classical 8 • 40
Snp;liah
1 5 24
Manchester 2 5 36
Mansfield 8 • 41
<isrblehead
Karlboro
Marahfield 8 8
fcaynard i 8 43
Medfield 8 s 15
Kedford 2 5 106
tfedvay
Melrose 4 6 65
M#ndon
Merrimack
Methuen 2 S 78
Kiddleboro
Gilford
xillbury 2 8 25
Millia 3,4 8 14
Hilton 2 5 50
f-onson 2 8 81
Montagu© 1,2 5 49
Botany Zoology p-H
80 41
** 19
25
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Biology in Masoachusetts Public High schools (Cont«d.)
1924 * 1925
i own i©nr Periods Biology Bot
1 m Q
Pt 5X61 2 5 18
NOT JMuX Orel | 5 61
ROT Nlryp97«
lifAnf Y\*%«»*^
A 0 5 5
O *at
:.-|0 0 115
OS0 AA89 B v
i iorzuBmpzon 4 4 f
1*1 • iuiaOV^r
0 0 mm
LiOrtnooro
JortnDriapro 5 A ft47
i* • OTOOztrieia O pS 23
frorthflela
Norton
warwell
QB
oak Biuirs
urango O 4 O f
O B Mi
Oxford £ 6 20
Palmer ft 23
Peabody 3 5 27
Zoology P-H
31 166
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Biology In Massachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd.)
1924 - 1925
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
ft b
C y /
* X r-J-iLV lllU
© oU
rrOVXTIC0 bOV7TI O % A eB 41
Qtiinoy i lo4
K anaoj.pn o *K A cO X3:
X 0 r J
RlftH XXX
1 OA
0«*4-*t m> A D
Sandwich s 4 Xe
Seugus
18
Sheffield
Shelburne 2 6 25
Sherborne e,3,4 8 13
Shrewsbury
Somersett i 5 33
Biology
Town
Somerville
Southbridg»
Southboro
S» Hadley
Spencer
Springfield
:
Central
Commeroe
Technicel
Stockbridge
stonehnm
Stoughton
Sudbury
Sutton
Swsrapscot
Swansea
Taunton
Templeton
Tiebury
Topafield
Townsend
Upton
Uxbridge
1
akefield
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in ieasBChusette Publlo High JSehoola (Uont'd.)
1924 * 1925
Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
2,4 5 212 28
2 8 5
1 8 31
2 5 22
5,4 9 24
2,4 5 96 45
1 5 22
2 5 20
1,2 4 24
1,2 f 40
2 * 62
2 t 104
2 § 29
1,2 § 38
1,4 ft 38
2 5 31
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Biology In Massachusetts Publlo High schools (Cont'd*)
1924 - 1925
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
Valpole 2 5 39
v. althan 24
War© 2 6 25
r?areham 2 5 32
barren
Watertown 2 4 49
Wsyland
"ebster 3 5 51
ellesley 2 5 28
"ellfloet
Westbor© 2 5 25
W. Boyleston 1,2 5 17
W# Brldgewster 2 5 22
Westfleld 1 9 38
Woatford 2 4 27
Newbury
Veaton 2 4 17
Wastport
W # Springfield 5 130
Weymouth
Whitman
Vs llllomstaurg
^llllamstown 2 5 20
Wilmington 2 5 18
Wlnchendon 2 5 43
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3iolopy in Kassaohusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd.)
1924 - 1925
Town xovt Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
Winchester 2 5 28
'^inthrop 2 3 11
'•obum 114
Oreo'sten
Commerce 170 S3 341
Classical 1,4 5 125
Borth 88 54 122
South US «8 314
wronthaa 8 5 16
Yarmouth 2 4 11
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Biology In teasaacnuaetts Publio iligh schools
.
1926 - 1927
Town Year # ?eriods## Biology Botany Zoology P-
Abington 2 5 32 76
Aoton 2 ? ?
Adams 2 f 50
Agawam 2 4 27
Anaabury 2 8 117
Axaherst 2 5 47
Andover 20
Arlington 2 110
Aahby 1,2 6 25
Aehfleld 1,2 5 22
Ashland 2 5 21
Athoi 2 • 29
Attleboro 2 5 49 30
Avon
Ayor
Barnstable 2 5 38
Barre
Belehertown 2 5 16
Belmont 2,3 5 86
Bernardston 1,2 5 24
Beverly 2,fr 3 89 79
Billerioa
Blackstone
Bourne 1 5 41
Braintree 2 5 48
85
Town
:
'.rows tor
Biology in Massachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd.)
1926 - 1927
Periods Biology Botnny Zoology p-HYear
Bridgewater 2 4 45
Brinfield 2 • 12
Brockton 1,2 5 94
Brookfiold
Brookline 2,4 4 117
Cambridge j-
High & Latin
Rindge
Canton 2 S 29
Gherlemont 2,5,4 5 12
Charioton 1,2 5 36
Chatham 2 4 21
Chelmsford 2 5 32
Chelsea 2 8 137
Chester M 5 ?
Chicopee
Clinton
Cohaeset
Concord
Cummington 1,2 S 16
Dalton 2 5 36
Danvers 2 5 49
Dartmouth 2 5 30
Dedham 2 4 89
45
81
14
17
19
86
Biolor^ in faaaaohaaotfca Publle High MMfel (uontM.)
1988 - 1027
Veer Periods Mo:
Deerfiold 8 1 81
Dennis
r*OUglR8
Dover
Daxtwry § 88
• 3S
r>«sthanpton
.naton 4 38
Besex e f3t4 a 14
ivorott • 841
Pairfefiven 8,3 e S3
Fell Hivor 8.3,4 i 838
Falnouth
Piiehburg 8,3,4 i 273
fc'oxboro
Fraalnghwn e « 06
Frenklin 8 9 40
Gardner ** S 00
Olouooater 8 6 138
Grafton 4
(*• Bwrinr^ton 1.2 ion
Greenfield 8 • 36
Groton 8 5 3G
Grovolnnd 8 S 27
Itotany Zoology P-H
51
30
108
210
00
87
Biology In Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd.)
1026 - 1927
Toim Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology p-H
Hadley 2 5 17
37
15
11
Hamilton
Hanover
Hardwick 2 5 12
Harwich
Hatfield 1,2 ?
Haverhill 5 218
Hlnghaa 2 5 5D
Holbrook
Holden 2 6 29
Holliston
Holyoke 105
Hopedale 2 6 19
Hopkinton 2 5 24
Hudson 14 14
Huntington 2 5 22
Ipswich
Kingston 2 5 6
Lancaster
Lpwronce 3 5? ?
La* 42
Leiaester 2 5 6
Lenox
Looninstor 2 5 95
Lexington 2 5 54
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Biology in Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd.)
1926 - 1927
Town Year Periods Biology
Littleton
Lowell
Ludlow ft
Lunenburg 9 1
Lynn:-
Clfissioal 9 73
itogliah
Kalden 4 • 38
Manchester B i 40
Mansfield • 17
JEsrblehead 2 § 53
Marleboro
Marshflaid 1,2 1 14
Maynard 82
Medfleld 2 a 21
Medford 2 6 111
Kedway 1 9 24
Melrose 3,4 5 114
Mendon
Kerrimaelt
Methuen 2 6 83
k'iddleboro
iiilford
Kilbury 2 6 10
Mills
Botany Zoology P-H
77 150
146 64
06
89
Biology In Massachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd.)
1926 1927
Town Year Periods Bio:
Milton 1 4 92
Monson e 5 20
isontague 1 • 36
Nantucket 2 4 26
Natick 2 45
Keedham
New Bedford 2 • 69
Newburyport
Hew Marlboro 2 4 8
New Salera 2 • ?
Kewton 2 4 188
K# Adams 2 i lcl
Northampton 2 4 65
N. Andover
N. Attleboro 2 4 16
Northbridge e 4 16
N» Brookfield 2 4 28
Northfield 2 4 15
Norton
Hovwell
Norwood 2 4 139
Oak Bluffs 3 i 2
Orange 2 4 60
Orleans 2 s 13
Zooloey P-ii
£0
53
103 200
Biology in Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont*d # )
1926 - 1927
Toro Ifear Periods Biology Botany Zoology J?«H
Oxford 8 § 21
Palmer 2 ft ?
Pe#body 88
Pembroke 3,4 ft 6
Peppercll 8 • M
Peterehara
pittsfioid 2 ft 106
Plainville
Plymouth 4 | 101
Princeton ?
Provincetown 2 1 58
Quiney 2 ft 186
Randolph 2 ft 4ft
Reading 1 ft 157
Revere 8 ft 818
Rockland 2 ft £5 42
Rockport
Rutland
Salem
Sandwich 2 4 16
Saugus
dtuate 2 ft 14
3haron 2 ft 86
Sheffield 2 4 7
ohelburne 2 7 87 3
Shorbom© 1*2 5 15
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Biology In ifcasaaehusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd,)
1926 - 1027
Town Year Periods Biology
Shrewsbury ft • 53
Somerset 2 ft 17
soraerville 2,4 ft 540
Southboro 1 ft - IS
Southbrldge 2 ft 6
3, Hadley 2 ft 28
Spencer 2,3 ft 25
Springfield;
Central 2,4 ft 113
Commerce
Technical
Stockbridge 1 ft 38
Stoneham 4,5 ft 78
Stoughton 2 ft 16
Stow
Sudbury 1,2 ft 23
Sutton 1 i ft 19
Rwarapscott 2 ft 56
Swansea
Taunton 2 ft 186
Templeton 5 41
Tisbury 1,2 ft 30
Topsfield 2 5 8
Townsend 1 ft 39
Upton 1,2 ft 35
Botany Zoology P»H
42
76
?
43 43
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Biology in .f:aaaochu30tta Publio High Sehoola (Cont'd.)
1926 - 1927
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology p-H
Uacbridge
Wakefield 2 6 15
tSalpole 2 5 22
Walthaa 1 5 156
V aro 2 ?
Wareham 2 5 26
Warren
V: atartown 2 4 55
vayland
debater 3 6 44
Welle8ley 2 r 50
wellfleet
fceatboro 2 ft 29
t# Boyleaton 2 5 15
V* Bridgewater 2 ft 12
tvestfield 1,2 9 40
Westford 2 4 22
Newbury
©8ton 2 14
weatport
W. Springfield 2 § 96
Weymouth
Whitman
v illiamaburg
Williaraatown 2 5 11
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Biology In Elaasachuaetta Public High schools (Cont'd.)
1926 - 1927
Tovm Yea* Perioda Biology Botany Zoology p-H
Wilmington 2 6 21
V-inchendon 2 5 28
fc'incheater 2 8 38
103
vYinthrop
v.oburn
'orcoatori-
Clasaical 1 6 132 64
Commercial 264 75 S3e
Morth 69 63 137
South 99 37 g91
.'renthara 2 5 13
Yarmouth 2 I 18
Biology In Massachusetts Public High achoolo
1926 - 1929
Town Year # foriods## Biology botany
Hi5 30
A 4-
Adams 1 7 68
Agm?am 1,2 4 40
Amosbury 2 s 104
Amherst 2 5 50
Andover
Arlington 2 rift5 87
Aehby
AinTlela 1,2 5 32
Ashland 5 20
Atnol 2 5 62
Attleboro 2 5 30
Avon
Ayer 2 3 11
Barnstable 2 3 19
Barr©
Beloherto^n 2 § 22
Belmont 2,3 5 130
Iternardston 1,2 5 16
Heverly 2 | 43
Billerica
slackston©
itourn© 1 • 48
Erelntree 2 5 65
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Biology In r'assachusetts Public High aohools (Cont'd.)
1928 - 1920
rot?n sear Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
Brewater
Brld/rewater • AVI4 /
mm XI
Brockton rm rwf i / / 128
4 US
UaiTtoriu^e 9
HIgh& Latin
Rlndge
Canton 2,3 5 HI
Charlemont 2,3 5 14
Charleton 2,3 5 9
Chatham 2,4 4 16
Chelmaford 2 5 43
Chelsea 2 5 178
Chester 1,2 5
Chicopoe 48
Clinton 48
Uoh&S3Gt 2 EMI£3
ooncora 9 Ao 9 4 19 19
f 'iimMi •»#*4» nviL'uTcrixn^ton 1,2 | 8
'ft 27
Danvers 2 52
Dnrteouth
•
10 14
Dedham 2 4 67 17
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Biology In llassachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd,)
1928- 1929
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology
Deerfleld 2 5 44
Dennis
Douglas
Dover
Duxbury 2 5 9
Eaat B 9 water 2 5 45
Easthain|>ton 15 70
Saston 2 4 4B
iSdgartosm
Kasex 2,3,4 6 10
Sverett 2 5 196
Fairhaven 2,3 75
Fall River 2,3,4 5 165
Falmouth
Fitohburg 2,3 5 305
Foxboro 2 6 28
Frarolngham 2,3 5 155 42
Franklin 2 5 39
Gardner
Gloucester 2 5 186
Grafton 2 5 23
G # Barrlngton 1,2 7 93
Greenfield 2 6 95
Groton 2 5 31
Grovelend 2 5
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Biology In Massachusetts Public High Schools <Cont«d.)
1928 - 1929
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
Hadley 2 1 27
Hamilton 2 • 94
Hanover 2 § 16
Hardwlek 2 1 19
Harwich 1,2 • t •
Hatfield 1,2 • 7
Haverhill 8 | 256
Hlnghan 1,2 4 42
Holhrook 2 5 17
Kolden 2 5 35 37
iiolllston
Holyoke 68
Hopedale 2 6 22
Hophlnton 2 5 26
Hudson 2 i 10 10
Huntington i 9 21
Ipawloh
Kingston 2 t t
Lancaster
Lawrence 3,4 | 257 255 105
Lee 1
Leicester 2 i 24
Lenox
Leominster 2 i 81
Lexington 4 5 lot
Biology In ^aaeachusotts Public High schools (Cont»d.)
Botany Zoology
1928 - 1929
Town Year Periods Biology
Littleton 1,4 5
Lowell 3 § 111
Ludlow 1 5 16
Lunenburg i • 13
Lyrou-
ClaSSiCal i 133
English
Mnlden 4 i 38
Manchester i s 16
Mansfield
Merhlehead 9 44
Karleboro * I 22
Marshfield 8 31
Maynard f • 71
Medfield i 8 25
Medford 8 8 167
iledway 1 8 28
Melrose 3,4 8 121
tendon
Kerrlnac
Kethuen 2 6 125
Middloboro
Kllford
"iiiis
iJOo 76
99
Biology In Massachusetts ?ublle High schools (Cont'd*)
1928 - 1929
Town Year Periods Bio:
Kllton 8 75
Monson e § 16
Montague 1,2 • 38
Nantucket 2
.
5 25
Hatlck 2,3 | 49
Keedham
Kew Bedford 2 i 194
Newtouryport
New &arleboro
Mew Salem 2 t 14
Newton 2 240
N + Adams 2 5 114
Northampton 2 113
§i Andover
N« Attleboro 1 • 30
Korthhoro
Korthbridge 2 i 57
N# Brookfield 2 » 23
Northfield 2 § 19
Norton
Korwell
1 1 S5>j.
Oak Bluffs
Orrcnge 8 43
Orleans 2 5 12
Botany Zoology P-fl
27
75
122 64
27
100
Biology In Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd.)
1928 - 1929
Tcmn Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology P-H
Oxford 8 22
Palner ft i 37
Penbody 19
Pembroke 2 8
Pepperell 2 i 15
Petersham
Plttefield 2 i 115 60
Plalnville
Plymouth 2 i 68
Princeton 3 4 * 20 9
Provincetown 2 ft 51
Quinoy 2 S 232
Randolph 2 7 18
Rending 2 $ 25
Revere 2 s 241
Rockland 2 s 20
Rockport 1 SO
Htitland 2 4 ft 18
3elem 9
Sandwich
2.3.4 5 33
Soltuate 2 % 3ft
Shnron 2 22
Sheffield 2 % 14
Shelbourne 2 7 26
101
Biology in Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont*d»)
1928 - 1929
Town Year Periods BiOlORY
Sherbourn 1*2¥ 4 n
Shrewsbury
Somerset 2 i 24
Somsrvllle 2,4 421
Southboro
Southbrldgo 2 s 15
S« Hndley E ft 48
ttt>enoer £ 6
Springfield *~
Central e,4 | 156
Commerce
\ chnicrl
stockbridge l | 26
3toneham 2,4 4 39
stoughton 2 5 52
stow
Sudbury 1,2 | •
Sutton 2,3,4 5 18
Swanpaoott 2 1 70
Swanson 2 § 15
g 207
Templeton 2 • 8
Tlsbury 1,2 * 34
Topsflold 2 § 4
Townsend 1 5 26
Botany Zoology P-H
57
33 33
77
120 80
102
Biology in Massachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd.)
Town Year
Upton 1,2
Uxbridge
Wakefield 2
V'alpole 2
Waltham 2
^are 2
" areham 2
. arren 2,3,4
fcatertown 2
Yayland
v.ebster 2
Wellealey 1
Wellfleet 1
'estboro 2
W # Boylaton 2
W, Bridgewnter 2
ivestfield
^eatford 2
v?# Hewbury
Weston 2
Westport
W. Springfield 2
Weymouth
Vhitman
Williamsburg 2,3
lilliamstown 2
1928 - 1929
Periods Biology
5 27
5 45
5 30
5 170
5 45
5 24
5 28
4 55
6 78
ft 50
5 15
5 39
5 9
5 9
5 23
5 15
5 136
5
5 28
Botany Zoology P-H
12
19 19
38
11 U
128
103
Biology in Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd.)
1928 - 1929
Year Periods Beoingy
2 5
Town
vyilmington
Wlnchendon 2
Winchester 2
vinthrop 2
Vioourn
Worcester*-
Corartercc
Classical 1
North
South
Wrentham 2
Yarmouth 2
Botany Zoology P-H
5
5
5
6
5
4
27
It
60
34
109
10
12
287
66
68
83
55
66
45
87
389
151
259
Biology in fcaaaaohusatta fttblic High Schools
1930 - 1031
Town Y©ai»# Perioda,f# Biology Botany
Abington 2 5 26
aoton 2 ft
Adams
Agatran
Amesbury 2 5 110
Asaherat 2 5 70
Andovor
Arlington 2 6 100
.a ahby 1 5 £0
Aahfield 1,2 5 ?
Ashland 2 5 24
Athol 2 8 49
Attleboro 2 9 89
Avon
Ayer
Bemstable 2 4 53
Barre
Belchertown e ft 29
Salmon
t
2,3 ft 105
Bernardston 2 ft 16
Bevorly 2 5 184
Billeriea
Bleokstone
Bourn© 1 ft 41
Braintree 2 5 71
Zoology P-H |
05
31 31
46
150
105
Biology in Massachusetts Public High Schools (Cont'd,)
1930 - 1031
TOV.H Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology r-H
Brewster
Brl&gewater 2 4 ?
Brimfield S ft 14
Brockton M | 111 111 66
Urookfield
Brookline
Cambridge
Canton 2,3 ft 32
Charleaiont
Charleton
Chatham 2 ft 18
Chelmsford 2 5 22
Cholson 2 • 189
Chicopee t 3 198 14
Clinton 8 ft 90 75
Cohasaet
Concord 31 31
Gummington
Dalton 2 ft 28 56
Danvers 2 i 70
Dartmouth 2 ? zs
Dedhasi 2 4. 92 23
Deerfleld 2 ft 37
Dennis ft 10
Douglas
106
Biology in r'aasnchuaetts Public High schools (Cont»d.)
1930 - 1951
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology
Dover
2,3 5 25
•« Bridgewster 2 5 46
Easthaiapton
Easton S 4 54
Essex 2 5 19
Everett 2 5 1G7
Pnirhaven 2,3 5 57
Pall River 2,3,4 5 120
Falnouth 2 8 51
Fitchburg 2,3,4 5 508
Foxboro 2,4 5 21
Franilnghain e 5 167
Franklin 2 5 56
Gardner 2 5 100
UJLUU3
Grafton 2 5 19
Great B»ngtn 1,2 5 114
Greenfield
Groton 2 5 24
Groveland 2 S 23
Hadley
Hamilton
Hanover
107
Biology in Massachusetts Publio High 3ohools (Cont'd.)
1930 - 19S1
Town Year Periods Biology Botany Zoology
Hardwiek 2 5 26
Harwich
Hatfield 1,2 5 25
Haverhill 297
Hinghaai M 4 23
Holbrook
Holden i 5 31
Holliston
Holyoke
Hopedalo 8 # 20
Hopkinton § 6 26
Hudson
Huntington 8 5 27
Ipswich
Kingston
Lancaster
Lawrence 3,4 A 341
lee 2 6 16
Leicester 2 5 42
Lenox
Leominster 2 # 80
Lexington 2 ft 141
Littleton
Lowell 3 0 206
Ludlow 2 5 58
108
Biology in Massachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd,}
1930 - 1931
Town Year P«rlod3 Biology
Lunenburg
Lynn
Classical 3 ft 99
English
Maiden 1 m 71
Manchester 8 i 19
Mansfield
Marblohead 2 » 55
^arleboro
L-aralifleld 1,2 28
Maynnrd S » 114
Kedfield 2 t 20
Bedford 2 m £27
iiedway 1 34
Melrose 3,4 * 138
Hendon
Merrimack 1 ft 30
Methuen 2 128
Klddleboro
Hilford
Willbury ft 40
Hlllla 3,4 ft 19
Milton 2 98
Benson 2 8 11
Montage 2 ft 40
Kantuelcet 2 4 34
Botany Zoology i>«H
186 134 20
490
109
Biology In fcaasaehusotts Public High Schools (Cont*d.)
1930 - 1931
Tovm Year Periods BlO
Natiek 2 5 144
Keedhast 2 fS 5 96
New Bedford 2 » 181
Kewtouryport
Hew Marlboro 0 9
Haw Salon ft 21
Hewton 2 4 200
N* Adams 2 5 139
Northampton 2 4 121
K# Attleboro 2 4 36
Handover 2 39
Northboro
Korthbridge 2 5 72
H* Brookfield £ 5 19
Horthfield 2 5 ?
Norton
Korwell
Norwood 2 S 133
Oak Bluffa
Orange 2 4 61
Orleans 2,3 5 19
Oxford
Palmer 2 5 87
Feabody
Pembroke 1,2,3,4 S 21
Botany Zoology P-H
175 137
£3
110
Biology In Massachusetts Public High schools (ContM,)
1930 - 1931
Town Year Periods Bio:
Pepperell 5 26
Petersham
Pittsfield 2 § £00
Plninville
Plymouth 2 5 124
Princeton 2 • t
Provinceterm 2 • 38
Quiney 2 ft 363
Randolph
Reading 2 4 80
Revere 2 ft 265
Rockland 2 ft 27
Rockport
Rutland 2 ' 5 8
Salem
Sandwich 2 4 13
Saugus © *K A 6 77
scituate 2 ft 29
Sharon 2 ft 32
Sheffield | ft 11
SheJterne 2 V 15
Sherborn 2,3 ?
oorneraet 2 ft 36
3omerville 2,4 5 543
Southboro
Botany Zoology P-a
23
2Z
45
Ill
Biology in Massachusetts Public High Schools (Gont»d.)
1930 - 1931
Town Year Periods Bio:
Shrewsbury 1 ft 55
Southbridge i 32
3. Hadley 1,2 i 112
Spencer
Springfieldt-
Central 2,4 144
Commercial
Technical
Stookbridge 1 § 38
Stoneham 2,4 4 62
3toughton 2 ft 24
Stow 1,2 ft ?
Sudbury 2,3 ft 20
Sutton 2,3,4 ft 26
Swsmpscott a ft 66
Swansea 2 ft 21
Taunton M ft 202
Templeton 2 ft 38
Tisbury 2 8' 45
Topafield 2 ft 6
Townsend 1 0 13
Upton 1,2 ft 44
Uxbridge
Wakefield 2 ft 33
Welpole 2 8 72
Botany Zoology P-H
43 43
96
Biology in Massachusetts Public HiRh schools (OontM.)
1930 - 1951
Town Year Periods Bio:
v.altham | 1 104
Ware • 55
tf&rehaia
*• arren § 31
Watertovm 1 102
^ayland
"abater
v.ellesley i 60
Wellfleet 1,4 t 18
V/©stbero e § 39
V « Boyloston 2 19
W. Bridgew^ter 2 15
^estfield 2 65
Westford o ft 36
W # H«wbury 2,3 ft 13
tveston 1 2*3
Vestport
Springfield 2 • 179
Weymouth
Whitman
Viilli^nsburg
Wi1 1iana town g 6 24
'ilmington 2 ft 14
Winchendon 2 ft 51
v.inchoster 2 5 79
11 11
113
Biology in Massachusetts Public High schools (Cont'd.)
1930 1931
Town Year periods Biology Botany Zoology P-li
Winthrop £5 34
Woburn 76
Worcester!
-
Claasical 1 5 116 48
Commerce 318 61
North 7f 86 144
South 62 47 255
ronthain 2 5 17
Yarmouth 2 4 17
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